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UNESCO Adds Reggae to Cultural Heritage List | Billboard
Having originated within a cultural space that was home to
marginalized groups, mainly in Western Kingston, the Reggae
music of Jamaica is an amalgam of.
UNESCO Adds Reggae to Cultural Heritage List | Billboard
Having originated within a cultural space that was home to
marginalized groups, mainly in Western Kingston, the Reggae
music of Jamaica is an amalgam of.
Why UNESCO was right to add reggae to its cultural heritage
list
Reggae, the Jamaican music genre popularised by Bob Marley,
has been inscribed on Unesco's World Heritage List.
Jamaica's reggae music inscribed on Unesco's World Heritage
List | Euronews
The UN's cultural agency said reggae music has contributed to
"international the rich music tradition to be listed as
"intangible cultural heritage," and as such.

VOX POPULI: Tapped as new world heritage, reggae continues to
evolve?The Asahi Shimbun
The world body's cultural and scientific agency added the
genre to its collection of 'intangible cultural heritage'.
UNESCO adds reggae to global cultural heritage list
To mark reggae's inscription into the representative list of
the intangible cultural heritage of humanity, Unesco – the
United Nations Educational.
Reggae music of Jamaica - intangible heritage - Culture Sector
- UNESCO
Reggae music has found its groove on the United Nations' list
of global cultural treasures. UNESCO, the world body's
cultural and scientific agency, added the music genre to its
collection of "intangible cultural heritage" deemed worthy of
protection and promotion on Thursday.
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Reggae emerged in the late s out of Jamaica's ska and
rocksteady styles, also drawing influence from American jazz
and blues. Niskala Media Tenggara. Togglenavigation. Jamaica
is a testament to the power of culture to act as a tool for
social change, albeit at a grassroots level. Sign up for our
Newsletter.
Reggaebeganasavoiceforthemarginalised,butisnowenjoyedworldwide.It
in March, band member Peter Fox said the group was working on
new material. Reggae music often celebrates Jah, which means
god, ganga marijuana and Ras Tafari -- the former Ethiopian
Emperor Haile REGGAE HERITAGE who is deified in the religion.
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